ULSTER TOWN BOARD WORKSHOP
FEBRUARY 5, 2009 AT 7: 00 PM

TechCity Redevelopment

Plan.

Supervisor Woerner introduced Mr. Alan Ginsberg, who then introduced his redevelopment staff
TechCity to the public. Mr. Michael Divney offered an overview of the proposed
redevelopment plan for TechCity. Some buildings will be removed to open up the site and add
visibility. The buildings will be made recognizable with various building frontage schemes,
renaming buildings verse the anonymity of being numbered. Buildings IN and 3N will be
recycled into an enclosed parking space. This will open up the older parking lots for more
modern buildings. There needs to be an improvement to the internal roads and sidewalks as well
as the possibility of connecting the site to Old Neighborhood Road.
The traffic lights and
entrances along Enterprise Drive and Boices Lane need to be improved as well. The site plan
further reflects a mixed use with manufacturing, stores for shopping with residential apartments
above them. This will help with the traffic flow by keeping workers on the premises and
maintain a steady flow of low impact traffic to the area versus a large discharge. The plan hopes
to create green roofs, add solar panels, rain gardens and increase energy efficiency.
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Declaring Intention of Lead Agency Status for the TechCity Generic Environmental
Impact Statement undertaking, pursuant to the New York State Environmental Quality
Review Act ( SEQRA).
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the floor about the concept of shovel readiness and the public input in
redevelopment process. TechCity is looking to attract more advanced technologies.
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